Building a Resilient Workforce to Address Trauma and Enhance Well-Being

Connecting to Cultural Ways
Agenda

Discussion with **Rita Hart** | Jicarilla Apache and Choctaw of Oklahoma
Sr. Program Associate, Capacity Building Center for Tribes at the Butler Institute for Families

- Small Group Discussions
- Large Group Takeaways
- Closing
Leadership Models
Small Group Discussions

- Make space for all voices to be heard
- Embrace creativity and originality
- Listen actively and be fully present
- Stay curious about the range of viewpoints
Small Group Discussions

• Introduce yourself and share one “aha” from the conversation

• Select your reporter, the person whose first name starts with the letter closest to “A”

• Select your facilitator, the person whose first name starts with the letter closest to “Z”
Discussion Questions

Share your experiences with differing values and beliefs in your work and how you have successfully navigated those experiences with self-care or system supports.

Discuss your own worldview and how it differs from or aligns with the relational worldview of tribal nations.

What is in place in your program that connects to cultural ways and how is it linked to the diversity, equity, and inclusion action steps in your program?

What are the consequences or implications of trauma on various cultural groups?
Large Group Takeaways
Tribal Information Exchange

Trauma-Informed Practice with American Indian/Alaska Native Populations

Reducing Disparities through Indigenous Social Work Education

Simard/Blight article

Terry Cross presentation

Resources
CHILD WELFARE WORKER APPRECIATION WEEK & RECOGNITION EVENT

We'll be celebrating YOU! Save the date to join us on Tuesday, September 14, 2021, at 3 pm ET to be inspired, energized, and renewed!

You bring the snacks and we'll provide the entertainment!

NCWWI

Learn more about Child Welfare Workforce Development Month: NCWWI.org/CWworkforce

#WeAreChildWelfare
Evaluation

Please fill out the evaluation.

We are always learning and growing and want to meet your needs.

Please tell us how we can continue to improve!
Contact Info for Our Facilitators:

Sharon Kollar | skollar@albany.edu

Tony Mack | admack@albany.edu
Thank You!